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INDA Automotive Solutions

Ltd, the flagship company of

Spark Minda Group, promoted

education among children from

economically weaker families as part of

Spark Minda promotes
education among children

its CSR activity. The company’s CSR

team organised the activity in association with NGO PHASE (People for
Human Rights and Sustainable

Environment) on May 9 in Delhi.

The CSR team from Spark Minda

who were present on the occasion were
Mr D.R. Joshi, CFO, Finance, Mr V.K.

Pandey, Sr. Manager, Service/Quality,

Mr Devender Yadav, Head, HR and Mr
Vimal Vashishtha, Team Leader,

Marketing. Founder of PHASE, Mr
Anees Ahmed and Ms Meenakshi

Gandotra also attended the event.

During the event, the Spark Minda

Mr Vimal Vashishtha, Team Leader, Marketing, along with the Spark Minda CSR team, with the PHASE
NGO children

65 units of school bags with geometry

to economically weaker families. The

PHASE is educating children from

ing environment-friendly handicraft

team laid emphasis on education

boxes and snacks to the children.

career. The company also distributed

Standard 1 to 10. These children belong

among children to make a successful

Shriram opens 68th
Automall facility in Hosur

S

NGO team is also making and promotmaterials made from waste materials.

Automall facility in the industrial area
which is near Andhra Pradesh and

Karnataka State border and expands

through Big Vegetable Market Hub. The
Automall spreads over a sprawling area

HRIRAM Automall India (SAMIL),
a trusted service provider for

exchange of used vehicles and equipment, inaugurated its first facility in

Hosur, Tamil Nadu. This is the

company’s sixth facility is the state and
the 27th in South India.

SAMIL strategically located its 68th

of 4 acres of land and will satisfy the

demand in the area for vehicles primarily
the LCV, HGV and SGV. Hosur Automall
will provide complete access to custom-

ers in Chennai, Salem, Bangalore, Vellore
and Krishnagiri.

Mr Sameer Malhotra, CEO, Shriram

Automall, said, “As a part of our

expansion plan to inaugurate 75 well
structured Automalls by 2017, we

launched the Hosur Automall. With

favorable demand of used vehicles and
equipment, I am absolutely confident
that 2017 will be a great year for us.”
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